
City of Aurora Congratulates Comb's Pizza 
 

Visit us at: combspizza.net                 Phone: (812)926-3273 

When Darrell and Karen Combs wanted to start a business, they wanted to bring something differ-
ent to their hometown. They wanted to share with the community, what they have been enjoying 
themselves for years, their own recipes for hoagies and pizza. On March 28, 1983, in the old Buy N' 
Save building at 329 2nd Street in Aurora, Combs Pizza was started. It was the first restaurant in 
Aurora to offer hot food delivery service to homes, business, and factories. 
 
Combs Pizza's has been a proud supporter of the community for over 32 years. Every local youth 
sports program from little league baseball, softball, youth SAY soccer, peewee football, and various 
other school groups have all been supported by Combs Pizza's generous contributions. They also 
contributes to countless charities, benefits, fundraisers and churches in and around Aurora. 
Combs Pizza is a member of the Support Small Business movement. They believe in supporting 
their neighborhood shops and businesses, so when purchasing for the shop, they focus on finding 
local produce, meats, and other products from local-owned businesses, knowing it all contributes 
to strengthening the local economy. 
 
After almost 26 years in business serving pizza and hoagies to generations of families, Darrell and 
Karen made the difficult decision to close the store and retire. Just a few years later, on June 1, 
2012, however, Comb's Pizza would be re-opened by their son, Jesse Combs, and his wife April. To-
day's Combs Pizza still operates with the original recipes & products they have always been known 
for, with a few new menu items to boot. Quality has made Comb's Pizza an Aurora Farmers Fair 
Tradition for fair goers and families for years, and 2015 will mark the 33rd Farmers Fair that the 
business will have been serving the community. 
 
The spirit of entrepreneurship continues on with nine year old Clayton Combs. At six years old, it 
was Clayton’s idea to have a candy rack installed in the store. Today he has made enough money 
selling candy to be able to purchase his first vehicle. 
 
Combs Pizza represents the true definition of your Local Mom & Pop Pizza Shop. 

http://combspizza.net/





